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SCENIC FLIGHT INSIGHT

By

Planning is key. Here’s what to expect.
As a standard, our scenic flights are one hour, either in the
early morning or late afternoon.
Before you depart from Maun, your pilot will brief you on
what to expect during the flight; the area’s you will visit and
what you will see. All these change season to season and no
flight is the same. After the short briefing, you will embark
your aircraft and venture North, into the Okavango Delta.
We’ve marked our ‘general scenic area’ - on the map to the
right.

BRING YOUR CAMERA
Whilst the Okavango Delta boasts magnificent scenery, our
scenic flights are only 150m above the ground and the possibility
of seeing wildlife is high.
The wild is unpredictable, and we never know which gems you will
uncover, but common sightings include roaming elephants,
journeys of giraffe, wallowing hippos and great fields of Buffalo.
Less common are the ever-elusive predators but lucky passengers
do spot them from time to time.

“Journey with us to
discover the lush scenery
of the Okavango Delta from
above”

ONLY THE BEST
Mack Air operates various light aircraft, the majority of our fleet
being CESSNA’s GRAND CARAVAN EX. These aircraft are
primarily used to charter our passengers to and from there
destinations, in the Okavango Delta and as far as surrounding
countries. Safety is a priority and has been, since 1994, when
Mack Air was established.
For our scenic flights, we limit our total number of
passengers per aircraft from 12, to only 9, ensuring
everyone has a window seat. These aircraft are also
airconditioned for your comfort. Local air temperatures
can reach above 38ºC (100ºF).

RESERVE YOUR SEAT
Booking is simple

What You Need to Know

If it’s last minute last minute, visit office directly or call
our landline: +267 686 0675.
In advance you may email: reservations@mackair.co.bw

• Your passport is required for tickets and security
• Be sure to arrive at least 45min prior to departure
• We provide you with plenty fresh and cold water!

TEL: +267 686 0675 EMAIL: reservations@mackair.co.bw POSTAL ADDRESS: P/Bag 329, Maun, Botswana PHYSICAL ADDRESS: Opposite Maun International Airport, Maun, Botswana WEB: www.mackair.co.bw
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